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ABOUT THE WWDI
The Waterberg Wild Dog Initiative NPC
(WWDI) is a community-based, non-profit
organization seeking to conserve African
wild dogs in the Waterberg. The WWDI
works alongside the community to raise
awareness, provide education, monitor
the dogs, boost the dogs' ecotourism
potential, and work towards
understanding and mitigating the
human-wildlife conflict that occurs.
The WWDI has been monitoring the
TOOG Area Pack and working with the
community hosting them since August
2020.

The TOOG Area Pack of African wild dogs (Lycaon
pictus) successfully reared seven new pups during
the 2022 denning season. The pack, which is
currently the largest-known pack of African wild
dogs in the Waterberg, ranges across private
game farms between Lephalale and Vaalwater, in
the Limpopo province of South Africa.
The 2022 Waterberg Wild Dog Ecotourism Project
successfully leveraged the opportunity to view
the pack while they remained relatively stationary
in the area during their denning season and used
the funds raised from guests to mitigate the
impact of the pack on the private properties that
hosted them. This form of co-existence aimed to
ensure that the landowners hosting the dogs
were not substantially impacted by providing
protection to the pack during this critical time. It
also provided an opportunity to gain new
information and increase awareness and
appreciation for the pack.
The following report details the 2022 Waterberg
Wild Dog Ecotourism Project, including its overall
facilitation and the results achieved.

2022 Project Aims
1. Raise funds for the impacted landowners.
2. Show the community the wild dogs.
3. Raise awareness about African wild dogs.

This report was drafted in October 2022
by the Waterberg Wild Dog Initiative.
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PROJECT OVERVIEW
From June 18th, 2022 - August 13th, 2022, the WWDI coordinated the 2022 Waterberg Wild
Dog Ecotourism Project, providing guests an opportunity to view the TOOG Area Pack while
they remained stationary in the area for their denning season. The project was conducted on
a private game farm that forms part of an approximately 5,000Ha conservancy area hosting
plains game.
Guests were taken on a guided game drive to an area
approximately 400m - 600m from the dogs' den site, where
the dogs were called in to feed on a fresh carcass provided by
the WWDI. This unique opportunity allowed guests to learn
about African wild dogs and gain a first-hand look into the
conservation efforts being conducted with the Waterberg
population. The pack was viewed from 20-30m away for an
average of 45-minutes per viewing.
Viewings were restricted to one drive per day and were
coordinated to align with the dogs' afternoon activity patterns.
Guests were instructed to abide by strict rules to limit negative
interactions with the pack and maintain the pack's important,
natural uneasiness of humans to protect them from potential
conflict outside of this project.
Guests were asked to donate R850 per person (minimum of 4
people required) or R5000 per game viewer (seats 9 people) to
attend the ecotourism project. Alternative pricing structures
were available for community members within the pack's
range, commercial lodges in the Waterberg, and school groups
to encourage local participation.
During this time, 260 guests participated in the ecotourism
project, generating R113,500.00 in income and a total of
R51,354.39 in profit for distribution back to the landowners
that supported the pack during this time.
This project facilitation and model is very similar to the
ecotourism project conducted with the same pack in the same
area during the 2021 denning season. The results of the 2022
project will be compared with the 2021 project in this report.

260
GUESTS
20% Children
20% Young adults
60% Adults

36
trips

50% Included
Waterberg
Community Members

R51,354.39
profit
To support
private farms
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DIET SUPPLEMENTATION
During the project, the pack's diet was supplemented
36 times with fresh carcasses purchased or donated
from farms in the local community. This
supplementation helped reduce the pack's predation
on the hosting properties and also allowed guests
the opportunity to view the pack. Based on the
hunting patterns of the pack, the WWDI estimates a
40% reduction in the pack's predation on the
supporting farms during the ecotourism project. All
carcasses provided to the pack were fresh, in good
condition, and lead-bullet free.

HUNTING PATTERNS
During the ecotourism project, from June 18th August 13th, the pack potentially attempted to hunt
51 times. The exact number of successful hunts
cannot be determined but an estimate of the hunting
frequency and location was determined by GPS collar
data. Two IR-SAT collars on the pack were set to sync
hourly from 05:00 - 09:00 and 15:00 - 20:00. These
time intervals were determined and established to
correspond with the activity patterns of the pack.
A potential 'hunt' was classified as any movement
more than 200m away from the den site. The
furthest recorded hunt for the pack during this time
was 6570m north of their den site. The average hunt
distance was 2700m away from their den.
Hunt location and time
were determined by the
furthest point from the
den site during the hunt
period OR by a grouping
of stationary points away
from the den site during
the hunt period. Only one
potential hunt was
allocated per potential
hunting period (morning
or evening), for a
maximum of two potential
hunts per day.

Species

# Carcasses Provided

Impala

34

Kudu

1

Sable

1

Total

36

40% predation
impact reduction
Property

# of Hunts

Farm 1

19

Farm 2

7

Farm 3

11

Farm 4

9

Other*

5

*5 hunts were recorded on three different properties
during this time and were determined to be minimally
impacted relative to the primary four farms.

51 Potential Hunts

2 Year Old Female

First dog to approach the
carcass 90% of the time
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INCOME SOURCES

FINANCES
Income for the project was derived from ecotourism guest
donations. A few pricing structures were available to provide
reduced rates for groups and to encourage local support of
the project. A total income of R113,500 was generated from
these guest donations to attend the ecotourism project. A
few guests made additional donations to support the
landowners and the project.
Expenses of the project were minimised as far as possible.
The top expense category was carcasses, followed by
transport costs (fuel and tyre repairs), stipend for the
ecotourism project assistant, and administrative fees to run
and advertise the project. Expenses totalled R61,995.51.
In-kind support was provided by the WWDI and community
members for the project that was not included in the
project's finances. Landowners provided accommodation to
the WWDI staff, labor assistance, and game vehicle usage at
no cost. The WWDI contributed the Project Coordinator's
time, committee members' time, fuel, and equipment, and an
additional vehicle and fuel used in the project that was
sponsored by Toyota SA Motors.

Exclusive Game Viewer Rate
Additional Donations
Per Person Rate
Local Student Rate

EXPENSE CATEGORIES

Project Assistant
Administration
Transport
Carcasses

INCOME
EXPENSES

PROFIT

R 113,500.00
R 61,995.51

R 51,354.39
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FUND DIVISION
The profit generated from the 2022 Ecotourism Project benefitted the private properties
supporting the pack during their denning season. As per the landowner agreement, 25% of the
profit went to the property where the dogs denned and 75% went into a hunting renumeration
fund to be divided amongst all of the properties sustaining the pack during this time.

Total Profit: R51,354.39
25% to Hosting Farm: R12,838.60
75% to Hunting Renumeration Fund: R38,515.79
The hunting renumeration fund was divided amongst the properties that the dogs were hunting
on during the ecotourism project. This fund was divided based on the proportion of the total
hunts calculated from the GPS collar data on the pack during the project. The fund has been
divided between four properties that sustained increased levels of predation during the 2022
Ecotourism Project.
In conclusion, the profit generated from the 2022 Ecotourism Project was allocated to the
following parties:

Property

#
of Hunts

%
of Total

Hunting
Funds

Hosting
Funds

Total Received

Farm 1

19

41%

R 15,908.70

R 12,838.60

R 28,747.30

Farm 2

7

15%

R 5,861.10

-

R 5,861.10

Farm 3

11

24%

R 9,210.30

-

R 9,210.30

Farm 4

9

20%

R 7,535.70

-

R 7,535.70

COMPARISON TO 2021
While the overall model of the 2022 project was very
similar to the 2021 project, lessons were learned from
the 2021 project that were incorporated into a more
refined operational model. The overall presentation
and professionalism of the 2022 project was raised in
comparison to the 2021 project.
Main changes:
Greater emphasis was placed on the educational
component of the guest experience.
Packages targeted groups, rather than individuals,
to cover minimum operating costs of each trip and
to provide the convenience of exclusivity to those
groups.
Accommodations were made for students and
community members within the pack's range to
participate at a reduced rate.
Rather than relying on securing carcass donations,
the carcass cost for ecotourism guests was
incorporated into the fee and carcasses were
purchased fresh from local farms. This allowed for a
reliable and quality-controlled supply.
Additional carcass donations were used for
underprivileged groups and members of the
community hosting the pack.
The WWDI supplied a dedicated assistant and
vehicle to assist in the day-to-day facilitation of the
project.
It is important to note the differences in the pack size
from the 2021 project to the 2022 project. All seven
pups that were born in 2021 survived to yearling stage
with the pack, bringing the total pack size to 12 dogs
(excluding the new pups) during the 2022 ecotourism
project.

Increased education about how the ecotourism project helps
contribute towards the conservation of the pack made for an overall
better guest experience during the 2022 project. Laminated
information sheets, dog ID sheets, and kids' activities were provided
in the game viewer during viewings. Better signage helped direct
guests towards the project's meeting location.
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IN COMPARISON TO 2021, THE 2022 ECOTOURISM PROJECT SAW...

GUEST NUMBERS

PROJECT LENGTH

PROFIT GENERATED

260 ecotourism guests
attended in 2022, compared
with 144 guests in 2021.

The 2022 project ran for 8
weeks and 6.5 weeks in 2021.

R 51,354.39 was generated in 2022,
as opposed to R36,518.00 in 2021.

HUNTING
Pack averaged a 30% increase
in hunting frequency during
the 2022 project.

PUPS BORN
Seven pups were born in 2022,
the same number that were
born in 2021.

IMPACT OF DIET
SUPPLEMENTATION
The 2022 project estimated a
40% reduction in predation due
to diet supplementation, as
opposed to 50% in 2021.

AVERAGE HUNT
DISTANCE
Average hunt distance was
40% further in 2022 (2685m)
compared to 2021 (1800m).

PACK SIZE
There were 12 dogs in the pack
during the 2022 project, as
opposed to 7 in 2021.

DENNING SEASON
LENGTH
There pack denned for 8 days
longer in 2022 than they did in 2021.
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INFORMATION LEARNED
A large emphasis was placed on maximizing the
data collection opportunity made available by
the ecotourism project. The ecotourism project
assistant collected data on every ecotourism
trip on the pack's and individual dogs'
behaviors. In addition to this, trail cameras
were placed at the den site and in the area
utilised by the WWDI during the ecotourism
project to capture important information about
the dogs' movements throughout the
landscape and any other species utilising the
area. This data is used to enhance
understanding about the pack and better
inform future management decisions.
During the project, the WWDI confirmed that all
seven pups born in 2021 have survived in the
pack to yearling stage. Typically, pup survival
rates fall between 10-30%. A 100% survival rate
is a remarkable feat for a free-roaming pack.
Trail camera footage from the den site
confirmed that seven new pups were born in
mid-May 2022. The footage also did not show
any evidence of disturbance at the den site
from any other species. The only other species
recorded at the den site were porcupines, a
small-spotted genet, and a gemsbok.
The trail camera footage recovered from the
area being utilised for the ecotourism project
showed a clan of brown hyenas routinely using
the area. A caracal was also captured once,
which is very rare for the area. There was
noticeably less evidence of leopard activity in
the area, as compared to observations made in
2021. Other species recorded were zebra,
baboons, small-spotted genets, warthogs,
bushpigs, and an owl.

Den Site Camera Footage
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Data captured by observing the dogs has identified
dogs suited for future collar placement due to a
likelihood of dispersal once they reach sexual
maturity. It also identified dogs that guarded the den
more often than others and may play an important
role in the pack's pup-rearing success.
The denning season and the data collection
opportunity that the ecotourism project provides is
one of the most important periods for the WWDI to
learn more information about the pack. Outside of
the denning season, it is difficult to routinely monitor
the dogs and observe many of the behaviors that
were possible during the ecotourism project.

CONCLUSION
The 2022 Waterberg Wild Dog Ecotourism Project
was a successful operation. 260 guests had the
opportunity to view the pack and learn more about
African wild dogs and the importance of the
conservation efforts going into them. Importantly,
much-needed funding of R51,354.39 was generated
to support the landowners hosting the pack. This
ecotourism project is one of the tools used by the
WWDI to mitigate conflict during the pack's denning
season. By generating funding and offsetting the
pack's predation impact on the properties, the dogs
have helped pay for their own protection and the
WWDI has assisted the properties in supporting them
during this critical time.

Thank you to
everyone that
supported the
2022
Waterberg
Wild Dog
Ecotourism
Project

